
Geoff Stratford’s Recollections 
 
In COVID lockdown I have been filling in time recording some recollections of my life. This material was 
primarily aimed at handing on to my children. The following is excerpts from the end of my time at Aspendale 
Technical School leading to the years I spent at LAC 
 
Aspendale Technical School 
 
Choosing what to aim for post Year 11 was a big challenge. Generally, the A and B classes were encouraged to 
look at diploma courses at Caulfield Tech (now Monash Caulfield) and a couple from the class enrolled at high 
schools to do Matriculation, Year 12, which gave them a chance to apply to attend University. At our careers 
night I remember not being attracted to any options, there was nothing related to agriculture, and the big 
letdown was when I talked to the police Careers Officer. At that time, I was several inches too short to qualify 
anyway. 
 
We had heard and read about Dookie Agricultural College, so mum and I went in to the Dept of Ag, which was 
located behind Parliament house at the time, to seek more information and subsequently we opted to apply to 
enrol. The Ag Colleges were part of the Dept of Ag in those days. Concurrently my grandfather had his ear to 
the ground, and he had spoken to his stock agent, Arthur Free, from Moorooduc. Pending my application to 
Dookie, Arthur had agreed to take me on in his franchise if the application was not successful.  
 
Early in the new year of 1969 I received the good news that I was successful in the application to go to Dookie 
and was given a long list of requisites in preparation. I was due to start on a Monday but the Monday arvo prior 
we received a phone call from the Dept of Ag offering me a Cadetship to the Dept, but to accept it I had to enrol 
at Longerenong Agricultural College. I was requested to attend on the following day in Parliament Place for an 
interview pre acceptance of the offer. It was a no brainer, all fees paid and a small weekly payment with a bond 
to become employed by the Department at the completion of the course. 
 
On holidays we had driven through Horsham a couple of times and had seen the signs to Longerenong 
Agricultural College, location was not a surprise, so Longerenong it was. 
 
Longerenong 
 
It was a family trip to deliver me to Longerenong (LAC) on a Monday, the first week of February 1969. The sister 
of the wife of a friend of dad’s was the wife of the farmer across the road from LAC so we had Mrs Tardrew on 
board and a lunch booking at Bodey’s before my afternoon drop off. I really didn’t need this visit on the day I 
was leaving home but dad thought he was doing good to make an introduction and a contact for me. Alan Bodey 
was a nice bloke and genuinely offered to be available if I needed something or a retreat for a weekend lunch, 
but I didn’t ever need to seek his support. 
 
Second year students met us on arrival at LAC showing us to our rooms and the late arvo assembly led by the 
senior staff. All fine and lovely. Then dinner in the dining room followed by an assembly led by the third-year 
students who were to lead Orientation Week.  
 
In groups of three or four, newbies were allocated to two third year students who were to be our mentors for 
the week. Stewart Walsgott (Sluts) and Keith Wilson (Scab) were my mentors and I struggle to remember the 
peers who joined me. And so began five days of barstardisation that in the 21st century would attract lawyers 



and court proceedings. Even in that day and age the verbal and physical stuff was a bit over the top at times 
but not unheard of and I’m not sure it was too traumatic for most of us. The couple of students who didn’t 
make the end of those first five days may have been unsuited to the lifestyle away from home and were sorted 
out quick smart. 
 
We were instructed to create a foolscap size name tag (Geoff from Mentone) and to wear it at all times, pinned 
on with a clothes peg. Humiliating, but at least our names and where we came from were put around to 
everyone. Interrogation and sharp tongue lashings from second and particularly third years was ongoing. Lots 
of gumboots and boiler suits (early Feb and really hot) to walk around the various parts of the campus for 
introductory talks and tours and there always seemed to be SH one T to shovel. Water was often denied and 
there were lots of dirty grizzly stuff to clean up or handle with the justification that we would encounter these 
things through the course. Never did though for much of the three years.  
 
Cleaning under the shearing shed brought great joy to mentors but it was obvious to me that not even two 
blokes combined had bladders that big so what rained down was cold tea or diluted coke or some such. I wasn’t 
game to taste it. The jump across the manure pit at the bottom of the piggery (six feet deep supposedly) was a 
test of athleticism which I was able to negotiate easily (can’t have been difficult). One newbie failed to make 
the crossing and as the pit was only six inches deep he slid into the far wall and broke both big toes. I think the 
mentors were pulled in over this but they still kept up the difficult stuff till Saturday lunch time. 
 
One afternoon excursion my small troop were in heavy clothing and gumbies on a long walk to the outer regions 
of the farm when one of my peers became distressed with the heat. Mentors were in shorts and Tee shirt. No 
water and little shade caused our mentors great concern and we were able to unbutton and cut the walk short, 
assisting our mate back to shade. The last day was less challenging as I think Sluts and Scab got a bit of a fright 
the day before. 
 
I made the judgement that all would be good at LAC when all first years were encouraged to attend footy 
training on the Thursday evening. Liking football but not having played competitively before, I went along for 
the run to the front gate. At the corner 200 yards down from the college buildings a halt was called and all first 
years were instructed to put their name tags under some rocks at a strainer post and collect them on the way 
back. From then till we returned the senior students mingled and explored the football history of the first years 
and particularly encouraged all to continue to come along as there would be a game or role for everybody. A 
country footy club trait I came to appreciate for decades after. This team philosophy was more reflective of LAC 
once O-Week was over. 
 
By Saturday lunch time we were left to our own devices and introductory lectures and farm work began the 
next Monday. Having only achieved Tech School Leaving, lectures and some of the work was well beyond where 
I had experienced and my failure to not quite measure up at the end of the year probably reflected this 
inexperience. The practical stuff on the farm and some of the more industry type subjects I coped with well and 
perhaps this contributed to me being offered the opportunity to repeat first year. My parents supported my 
repeating and I very much appreciated the opportunity to repeat from the lecturing staff. 
 
Students at LAC in 1969 were expected to follow the rules designed for 14 to 16 year old students undertaking 
a more practical farm orientated course compared to the reality of the recently developed tertiary science 
course pitched at post matriculation and therefore 17-18 year old plus students. Leave cards were expected to 
be signed prior to leaving the campus, limits on the frequency one could leave the campus, no alcohol on 
campus, no visiting hotels, students’ cars had just been accepted, etc; mostly rules not comfortable with young 
adults. During my time these rules were gradually flouted and ultimately overlooked or rescinded. For the no 



pubs rule, most staff recognised its futility and accepted that they would all avoid the Bull and Mouth in 
Horsham so that if students drank there they would not be seen by the staff and therefore staff had no 
requirement to dob anybody in, they saw nothing. The Bull became the students pub. 
 
Cars were few and botting a ride was the only means out for the majority in 1969. The SRC oversaw the 
establishment of a fair charge to the driver for those botting a ride. I recall it was perhaps ten cents to Horsham 
and one dollar to Melbourne one way. Remembering petrol was well less than one dollar a gallon at the time. 
 
Thinking back, I struggle to identify highlights or memorable moments in terms of the academic part of the 
course except that our lecturers or instructors were mostly highly experienced and ever willing to give extra 
assistance if I felt I needed it. There was also great benefit in studying the same things with those in the rooms 
and corridors around you. Somebody always seemed to grasp the work if you were unsure and sought 
assistance and likewise if you were willing to share your expertise others would assist you. As with my failed 
first year the hands-on stuff I enjoyed greatly and handled without stress. 
 
The lecture theatre at the time was ageing but adequate as were a couple of the labs, while there was one 
laboratory building that was quite new and up to date. Good facilities make learning more pleasant and perhaps 
easier but in no way could I see the tired and ageing infrastructure held us back. Some of the farm was pretty 
up to date at the time including the piggery, part of the poultry and the sheep handling/shearing but the dairy 
probably was from an era past.  
 
Reminisces always brings to mind the early mornings preserving fruit at the Horti Barn in the orchard with Dave 
Deans (Jacko). Down there on empty stomachs standing at a bench with active hands outstretched and, 
particularly with pears, a strong sweet stench, the task wasn’t relished by many. Fainting and dry retching was 
not uncommon and on one occasion evidently (I wasn’t present) Jacko had to pull the pin on the job as so few 
workers were still standing. Jacko was not averse to identifying when we were preparing fruit that was to be 
dispatched to Dookie. I think he knew that some fruit was just jammed into the tins whole with other shortcuts 
to fill the tins and get out of there. 
 
An observation I have reflected on many times was the behaviour or interactions between the students across 
all levels. Having come from a tech school which had many students from tough environments there were 
physical disagreements (punch ups) most days. At LAC I cannot recall one physical exchange between students 
despite there sometimes being verbal exchanges. There was one event which was colloquially known as a 
shearing, in which I was involved, but it was more in the good-natured rumble category. I received a ripping 
black eye in this event which I have no idea where it came from, an accidental elbow maybe, but it did lead to 
speculation punches were thrown, not so.  
 
I stuck to the football training, and I recall there was only scratch matches pre season to sort out the first years, 
remembering that around half of the team from last year (3rd year students) would have moved on and 
replacements had to be found. There was only senior grade in 1969 but those not selected for the side were 
requested to take your gear for a friendly Seconds game against the opponents. The first week was a trip to 
Jung and just prior to the game a couple of officials from Jung came into the shed and requested the loan of 
four players to make a team. I responded to a call for volunteers on the basis if I went next door I’d get a full 
game whereas LAC had 30+ players so with rotation half a game may be all I’d get. College flogged Jung who 
only kicked 2:2 but I did OK and I remember I kicked half the Jung score 1:1.  
 
 



From my recollections I clearly appreciated the country footy and by second first year (1970) there was an 
official Seconds where college was very successful. Premiers and I think champions (undefeated all season) and 
the icing for me was being BOG in the winning grand final. By second year I was able to break into the Senior 
side and was again a member of a premiership team. 
 
1970 HDFL Premiers – College 2nds 
 
 

 

 
 
Social life in the first two years was pretty much limited to the college as cars were few and I was supposedly 
too young for the pub. Once a year the college funded a band for a dance in the hall, girls were invited from 
Horsham and the College bus even transported those who required it from town. It was at one of these where 
I met Rhonda who I married a few years later. The 1969 version potentially was a disaster as the band, from 
Bendigo I think, failed to show but thank goodness for Peter Tong and his sound system and guitar. The gear 
was hastily relocated from Peter’s room to the stage and Pete saved the night. 
 
Dooen Pub became a regular haunt (rules relaxed about 1970) and I believe Sno Noonan unobtrusively 
controlled us young blokes for our own good. I don’t recall students getting too elephants trunk and out of hand 
at Dooen. I think Sno did the “you’ve had enough, time for home” before things went too far. Friday afternoon 
after lectures the Royal in Horsham, which at that time had a corner bar with one way glass windows, was the 
place to be. Couple of beers and check out the talent anonymously.  
 



Third year project I do remember fondly. Most conducted their project in pairs and Don Walsgott and I chose 
to do a survey amongst the farmers on the Kalkee plains to the north. It was something to do with assessing the 
changes farmers were adopting in response to the imposition of wheat quotas. Don, having come from that 
area, had a fair idea of who the farmers were when we selected names from the phone book and most were 
only too happy to talk to us when contacted. It was a new experience to me to talk with farmers on this level 
and the project probably had a strong influence on my choice of industry post graduation. 
 
A topic almost always to the forefront was college food. It would be fair to say the reaction from most students 
was quite derogatory towards the catering. I’d have to say that this was to some degree unfair. There certainly 
were occasions where disasters occurred, and food was over cooked or undercooked or otherwise NQR. 
Overcooked baked spuds were recognized as “case hardens” and you didn’t want to be hit by one in a food 
fight. As an early riser I recall breakfasts being the most consistent meal, range of cereals and plenty of cooked 
options usually nicely prepared. Generally, I suggest we were provided with wholesome fare although it was 
often plain or unimaginative, but I can’t recall a case of severe weight loss let alone malnutrition. 
 
By third year I had a car, Volkswagen, which meant it was easier to get out socially and was invaluable to get 
around to interview farmers for the third-year project. By third year a higher proportion of students had cars, 
so for those without transport there was nearly always somebody heading to Melbourne or other directions 
each weekend and a ride could be negotiated. 
 
Remembering that I was a Dept of Ag Cadet there was an interview conducted late in third year where cadets 
were sounded out as to our interests and what were our strong areas of study. Mostly a general chat with two 
quite senior DofA officers, Colin Webb, and John Mulally. Just by chance I did finish up in a branch where both 
of these blokes either worked or had worked. The message was that there was a range of positions available to 
cadets and we would be given the opportunity to express a preference for three of those in priority order. This 
would occur in early December after graduation. 
 
At the end of third year many of our subjects had been assessed through the year and final exams only 
accounted for a small portion of the year’s marks. The very final exam we sat, I think an animal husbandry 
subject, I only had to achieve a very low mark to pass the whole year. Ross Cooper was in a similar position and 
we agreed that we were out of there at the minimum time. You had to sit there for at least a portion of the 
exam time. I’d pretty much finished the paper anyway and so out we went and to Dooen. Celebrating 
completing tertiary education, so confident the marks would be a pass. And they were!   
 
Graduation was a memorable two days. Friday night was the graduation ball at the town hall in Murtoa. A really 
great night I remember with parents invited although they mostly departed before stumps. I do remember 
coming out of the hall in the wee small hours of Saturday to absolute pitch darkness and having real trouble 
finding my car. Street lights in Murtoa went off at pumpkin hour at that time. Graduation was also a proud day 
given tertiary education was considered beyond me based on primary school endorsement. Whilst I didn’t score 
any dux of subject awards etc I was deemed the awardee of a Citizenship award sponsored by the Shire of 
Wimmera. With the award went the responsibility to move a vote of thanks to staff, in particular those who 
arranged graduation festivities. I think I was the only graduate given the opportunity to respond on stage.  
 
Heading home from LAC on the Monday after graduation I had to put my thoughts towards the choices of 
employment in the Dept of Ag. I had been recommended for a job at Hamilton in beef by an unidentified LAC 
staff member so I travelled by there for a chat and a look at the job. While the beef industry seemed OK, I went 
home and completed my priority choices with a Field Crops job at Bendigo number one, a sheep job second and 
the beef job third.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My first choice came up trumps and the grains industry became my future. 


